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60 min

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Length of tassel: 15 cm

14 460 535 Glass bead triangle, 7 mm, taupe-brown  17 pieces
14 316 102 Metallic-Rocailles 4 mm ø, white  3 g
14 307 102 Metallic-Rocailles matt 2,6 mm ø, white 5 g
14 316 610 Metallic-Rocailles 4 mm ø, silver 8 g 
14 312 212 Rocailles „Arctic“2,6 mm ø, coral red 4 g
22 103 22 Metal pendant „Star“, 20 mm 1 pieces
22 112 22 Metal pendant „Star“, 11 mm 3 pieces
22 025 48 Metal deco element „Flower“, 12 mm ø 1 pieces
22 315 22 Ring, 4,6 mm ø 2 pieces
22 253 21 Crimps 9 pieces
21 120 22 Jewellery wire 1,35 meters

Additionally you need:   
89 541 00 Flat round pliers
89 543 00 Wire cutter

Used items:

Instructions:

1  Cut the jewellery wire in three pieces, one of I meter, one of 0, 25 meters and 
one of 0,10 meters. Thread on one side of the 1meter wire two crimps and one 
flower. Thread the end of the wire back through the crimp and close the crimp by 
press it at directly beneath the flower.
2  Thread on the Rocailles in three steps as follows:
Thread on 4 small white and 1 big white Rocailles alternately until you have 10 cm. 
Thread on 1 glass bead triangle.
Thread on alternately one coral-red Rocaille and one silver Rocaille until you have 
5cm, then thread on also 5cm of one silver and one white Rocaille. Thread on 
three glass beads triangle.
Thread on coral-red Rocailles until you have a length of 3 cm, the 3 cm oft he silver 
Rocailles and finally one glass bead triangle.
3  Repeat this steps two times. Then fix the jewellery wire on the flower by using 
two crimps (see above).
4  Pendant 
Thread 0,25 m jewellery wire through the flower, thread both ends through a 
crimp, push the crimp to the flower, make a loose loop and close 
the crimp by using the flat pliers.

5  Thread 0,10 m jewellery wire through the loop, thread the end back 
through the crimp and close the crimp. Thread on this single wire 3 
small white Rocailles, 5 silver Rocailles and two glass beads triangle. 
Now thread on a crimp and one silver Rocaille, thread back through 
the crimp until the silver Rocaille is in the middle. Press together the 
crimp and pinch of the rest.
6  Thread on one jewellery wire only coral-red Rocailles until a length 
of 5cm, also attach a crimp and one silver Rocaille (see above).
7  Thread 2,5 cm small white Rocailles on the last wire, afterwards 
thread on 3 silver Rocailles, 3 small white Rocailles and 3 silver 
Rocailles. At the end of the wire thread on a crimp and one small star, 
thread the end of the wire back through the crimp until you get a loop 
and the close the crimp by pressing it. Pinch of the rests of the wire.
8  Finally hang up the big star in the loop and fix two small stars with a 
ring on the chain and on the pendant.




